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normal attitude to the child inyrnoraland to the disoukr in paitiriilnr.
The untrained should not attempt any u%ry deep psjdioloj'u'al ildMiij',,
hut it is really a matter of common sense tu inquire, for example* if the
trouble dates from the arrival of a new baby as it so often does and
to suggest a re-adjustment of household a licet ion \vhifh has often
superficially become, somcwluit partisan in favour of the nc\\ mem her.
Bed-wetting resulting from fear of getting up in the dark to einpts the
bladder must be distinguished from ennresis.
Treatment
for acid
urine
Treatment
cf diurnal
cnwssis
 5.-TRUATMKNT
Certain of the lines upon which treatment should Iv carried out have
already been indicated. Intestinal parasites, constipation, phimosis,
enlarged tonsils, and adenoids should all receive attention, (Jcncral
hygienic measures should also he instituted to secure fresh air, cutcisc,
a (inn mattress, sullicient but not too many hed-clolhcs, three plain
meals a day, a calm well-regulated life with healthy recreation and sorial
activities in which contact with the world and its sounder inhabitants
is accepted as a matter of course. No moral question should oxer arise;
bed-wetting is neither 'good1 nor 'hud1 in this sense and to add "F.iiW
to an already emotionally unstable child's troubles can never help.
Punishment should not be inflicted, although a tactful system of rewards
for the establishment of clean habits is sometimes helpful. Attempts to
enlist the child's friendly co-operation by encouraging him to help in
tidying up in the morning sometimes provide an incentive to recovery,
but again any suggestion of punishment must he scrupulously avoided.
All these general adjustments should lead to a calmer home atmosphere
but, if cnurcsis is persistent despite these and other measures to be
outlined, or if it is obvious from the start that the child-parental
relationships arc strained, help should be sought from a trained medical
psychologist with special experience in children, liven in these worst
cases empirical treatment may eventually prove successful in dealing
with the lack, of bladder control hut the emotional instability may
remain to cause other disturbances of a more serious nature.
If the urine is highly acid more fluid should he taken during the day,
especially as weak orangeade, and alkalis may also be given. Apart
from this finding, however, which is rare, it is best to restrict somewhat
the child's Jluid intake and to allow nothing after midday except a small
half-cup of milk or water at tea-time.
For diurnal trouble the first step is to try to establish some degree of
control by making the child pass water, whether necessary or not, at
fixed intervals. For a start this may be made at every hour 'as the clock
strikes' and the co-operation of the school authorities should be sought
to see that this programme is strictly obeyed. After quite a short time
this brief interval can generally be managed, the child's confidence
increases, and the time for which urine is held can be lengthened. A

